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"I see! We didn't expect someone as young as Miser Wolf to kill three criminals in a row. How impressive!"

Zack and the other Dragon Guards all realized that they misunderstood Leon and were all impressed by Leon's talent.

There was never another man in all of Sky County who managed to eliminate three criminals consecutively, so it was a glorious

accomplishment that Leon managed to do so.

"Zack, you're too kind. I just got lucky." Leon smiled.

"You're being modest, Mister Wolf. All individuals on the criminal list are Almighty martial artists who can't be easily defeated, so

you have to rely on more than sheer luck to defeat them," Zack said sincerely.

Not only were the criminals ruthless and cunning, they were all formidable martial artists so it would have been challenging

enough to eliminate one of them, let alone three. Hence, it could easily be concluded that Leon must be extremely powerful.

"Yeah!"

"Youngsters hold the most potential! I guess that saying is true!"

The other Dragon Guards agreed along.

The Dragon Corps always valued power above all, and since Leon managed to defeat the Scarlet Thief on his own, he must be

in the Intermediate Almighty State or higher, which was unheard of for someone his age.

On top of that, Leon eliminated three criminals who took countless lives, so he could easily be referred to as a hero.

Hence, everyone was impressed by Leon's power and talent in martial arts.

"As expected of someone Master Haslewood recommended. I haven't been disappointed once!" Alfred beamed as others

complimented Leon.

Leon worked under the southern region Dragon Corps and Alfred took pride in any accomplishment Leon made.

When Master Haslewood recommended Leon to Alfred, Alfred was confused as to why someone as accomplished as Master

Haslewood would pay attention to a mere young man. At this moment, Alfred finally understood how perceptive Mister

Haslewood was.

After a while, everyone calmed down and Zack decided to bid his farewell. "Mister Glasbey, since the Scarlet Thief is dead,

there's no point for us to be here any longer. If you don't have anything else that requires our help with, we should head back

now!"

"Hang on! Zack, you and your group have traveled a long way and I hate to let you leave just like that. How about this? I'll have

my men prepare a feast to serve you. You can all head back after lunch," Alfred said enthusiastically.

Zack and the others were his guests who hurried to his rescue, so Alfred knew that he had to at least show his gratitude before

they left.
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